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ABSTRACT: Hybrid perovskites have emerged as promising
candidates for highly efficient light-emitting diodes in the past
few years due to their excellent crystallinity, high color purity,
wide-range bandgap tunability, and solution processability.
However, the reported device external quantum efficiency has
not reached the level on par with that of conventional inorganic
and organic light-emitting diodes. Moreover, device stability
still needs substantial improvement. In this work, we
demonstrate the fabrication of perovskite nanophotonic wire
array-based light-emitting diodes with a capillary-effect-assisted
template method. Compared with the planar control device, the nanostructured device demonstrates 45% improvement of
external quantum efficiency from 11% to 16% owing to substantial enhancement on device light extraction efficiency verified
by optical modeling. Intriguingly, it is also discovered that the nanostructured device possesses 3.89 times lifetime compared
to the planar control device, due to effective template passivation. The results here have clearly shown that with a proper
photonic device structure design, both the device performance and lifetime can be significantly improved.
KEYWORDS: perovskite, LED, nanophotonic wires, stability, bendability

Due to their high luminescent efficiency, facile solution
fabrication processes, and wide tunability in emission
wavelengths,1,2 hybrid perovskite materials have been

proven as highly promising candidates for light-emitting diodes
(LEDs). The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of perovskite
LEDs has been improved from less than 1% to more than 20%
in only four years since the first report by methods such as
perovskite film morphology control and material passiva-
tion.3−5 Recently, researchers discovered that most current
device structure designs have low light extraction efficiency
which has become a major limiting factor for overall device
performance.4,6−9 To address this issue, Y. Cao et al. utilized
self-formed submicrometer disk-like structures which could
passivate the surface defects and improve the light extraction at
the same time,4 and they demonstrated 20% EQE device with
70% photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) and 30% light
extraction.
Moreover, in our previous report, a systematically designed

nanophotonic substrate comprised of the nanodome light
coupler and nanowire optical antennas can significantly
improve the light extraction capability, and the EQE of
methylammonium lead bromide (MAPbBr3) LED devices was
increased twice with our nanophotonic substrate compared to

the planar control.6 Intriguingly, according to our simulations,
the nanodomes alone can improve the light extraction
efficiency to about 30%,6 and this is consistent with a recent
report which utilized moth-eye structures and achieved 28%
EQE for green light perovskite LED.10 As a comparison, EQE
higher than 50% has already been achieved for green light
organic LEDs (OLEDs).11 Therefore, there is still substantial
room to improve the EQE of perovskite LEDs with further
study on light extraction optimization. Besides the light
extraction issues in perovskite LEDs, another bottleneck
problem is the long-term operational stability. Although the
T50 has been mentioned in some recent reports,4,5,12−15 the
testing standards are not consistent among various reports.
Especially, for the cesium lead bromide (CsPbBr3) based green
light LED, devices showed lifetimes around 10 min when the
maximum luminance was around 7000 cd m−2.5 A longer
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lifetime could be achieved if the low testing luminance around
100 cd m−2 was used, but it is believed that the lifetime at high
luminance conditions is more meaningful. Moreover, the
reported tests were usually done in a glovebox filled with
nitrogen. Therefore, there is still a long way to go before
perovskite LEDs can be widely accepted in display or lighting
industries.
Note that most reports regarding the perovskite LED

stability focused on material and interface engineering. In this
work, we demonstrate a capillary-effect-assisted solution
(CEAS) method for the fast growth of perovskite nano-
photonic wire (PNW) arrays in a porous alumina membrane
(PAM). With this method, the geometry of the nanophotonic
wires can be engineered by controlling the PAM fabrication
conditions. After that, PNWs were made into LEDs.
Intriguingly, the LED devices showed both much higher
EQE and better operational stability than the planar control
device. Particularly, EQE for a PNW device was substantially
increased to 1.45 times compared to thin film (TF) control,
from 11% to 16%. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
modeling confirmed that the light extraction efficiency of the
PNW device is significantly higher than that of the planar
control device owing to the leaky mode behaviors in the PNWs
at the emission wavelength. Moreover, the PNW device was
found out to be more than 2.85 and 3.89 times stable than the
TF control for the continuous lighting test with and without
additional packaging at high luminance condition (peak
luminance about 10 000 cd m−2), respectively. The significant
stability enhancement can be attributed to the template
protection of PNWs against water and oxygen lateral invasion
which is one of the bottleneck problems undermining
perovskite material stability. In addition, as the CEAS method
is generic and has the minimal requirement on the holding

substrate, we have fabricated flexible PNW LEDs on indium-
doped tin oxide/polyethylene terephthalate (ITO/PET)
substrates. Interestingly, the PNW device also showed much
better mechanical robustness than the TF control with much
better endurance to the small bending radius and multiple
bending cycle tests. This is also due to effective protection for
the PNWs provided by a robust and flexible template of PAM.
It is worth pointing out that the PNW fabrication method
reported here can be extended to the fabrication of the
nanowires made from many other perovskite materials. The
nanophotonic design can be also adopted for other perovskite
material based optoelectronic devices such as solar cells and
photodetectors to achieve significant enhancement on both
device performance and stability.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the PNW device structure and the fabrication
process. The device structure from top to bottom includes
indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) glass, poly(3,4-ethylene
dioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS),
MABr modified CsPbBr3 PNW, 2,2′,2″-(1,3,5-benzinetriyl)-
tris(1-phenyl-1H-benzimidazole) (TPBi), and LiF/Ag, as
shown in Figure 1a. Figure 1b shows the energy band diagram
of the device where PEDOT:PSS and TPBi work as the hole
injection layer (HIL) and the electron injection layer (EIL),
respectively. In this work, a CEAS method is used to fabricate
PNW arrays, and the fabrication process is shown in Figure 1c.
The details can be found in the Methods section. Note that the
key step is to use a PAM to cover perovskite solution on the
substrate to allow the perovskite solution to go into the
nanopores via capillary effect, thus forming a PNW array
embedded in the PAM. Figure 2a is the cross-sectional

Figure 1. Perovskite nanophotonic wire (PNW) LED device structure and fabrication process. (a) Diagram of the PNW LED device. (b)
Band energy diagram of the PNW LED device. (c) Fabrication process of the PNW LED device.
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scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a complete
PNW device. The PNWs here have a length of 890 nm and a
diameter of 220 nm. There is a funnel shape layer with a height
of 530 nm at the lower part of the PNWs, which is the result of
the funnel shape pore entrance of the PAM. This funnel shape
layer can help to improve the contact with the bottom
PEDOT:PSS layer for efficient hole injection. Also, the top
surface of the PAM has been treated with ion milling in order
to achieve a smooth surface. With a smooth top surface, good
contact between PNWs and TPBi can be formed for electron
injection if the PNW can reach the PAM top. Figure 2b is a top
view SEM image that shows a good filling ratio of PNWs in the
PAM pores. Intriguingly, it is found that, with the CEAS
method, there is a maximum PNW length in the PAM which is
controlled by the PAM pore size. As the PAM pore size is
simply equal to the PNW diameter, the relation between the
PNW length and the diameter is plotted in Figure 2c. In order
to achieve this relation, we used the PAM with sufficient
thickness to accommodate PNWs with different maximum
lengths. Figure S1 shows the SEMs of the PNWs when

different PAM pore sizes were used. The details for pore size
control can be found in the Methods section. The PNW
lengths can be fitted well with Jurin’s law, which is commonly
used to describe the capillary effect. Simply speaking, the PNW
length y follows an exponential decay y = axb when the PAM
pore size x increases. Here the fitting parameters are a = 6.78 ×
105 and b = −1.22. This result clearly uncovers that the PNW
formation inside the PAM nanopores is driven by a capillary
force while a step of spin coating is required to remove the
extra amount of perovskite between the PAM and the
substrate. (Figure S2 shows the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) image of a PNW with 200 nm diameter
and the absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra.
Figure S3 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) of the PNW.)
This method to form perovskite nanowires is facile, scalable,
and generic. It can be adopted to any solution processable
perovskite material system for a variety of device applications
such as LED, solar cells, photodetectors, etc.
In our work, the PNW arrays were assembled into LED

devices and characterized, and TF LED devices were also

Figure 2. Device SEMs and PNW length dependence on diameters with capillary-effect-assisted solution (CEAS) method. (a) Cross-sectional
SEM image of the PNW device. (b) Top view of the PNWs filled in PAM. (c) Relation curve between PNW length and diameter with the
CEAS method. The scale bars in a and b are 1 μm.

Figure 3. Device performance. (a) Current density−voltage (J−V) and luminance−voltage (L−V) curves of PNW and TF devices. (b) EQE
curves of the PNW and TF devices. Inset figure: a PNW LED device at 4 V voltage, with a device area of 1 cm2.
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fabricated as control samples. Figure 3 shows the device
performance characterization for both the PNW LED and the
TF LED. The luminance (L) and current-density (J) vs voltage
(V) curves are shown in Figure 3a. The devices were driven in
voltage mode. It can be seen that turn-on voltages for both
PNW and TF LEDs are around 2.5 V. Intriguingly, with the
same driving voltage, PNW devices always have lower current
density than TF devices. This can be simply attributed to the
fact that the PNW array has a larger internal resistance than TF
due to less perovskite material filling in the device. For the TF
device, the current density at 4 V is 27 mA cm−2, but for the
PNW device the current density is only 20 mA cm−2.
Moreover, the PNW device can give a luminance of 12 016
cd/m2 at 5.5 V. However, the TF device only gives 10 953 cd/
m2 at the same voltage. Thus, the maximum luminance was
enhanced by 9.7%. Although the luminance enhancement for
PNW is not substantial compared to the TF control, the EQE
enhancement is significantly higher owing to much lower
current density for the PNW device. Figure 3b shows the EQE
curves for the PNW and TF devices. The inset of Figure 3b is a
photograph of a PNW device working at 4 V with 1 cm2 actual
emission area. Eventually, the best EQEs for the PNW and TF
devices are 16% and 11%, both at 4 V. Here we attribute the
45% EQE improvement for the PNW device to the significant
light extraction enhancement, and the following paragraphs
will provide a detailed analysis supported by optical
simulations. (Table 1 gives a comparison between our work
and the state-of-art reports on PeLEDs with light extraction
enhancement. Moreover, the corresponding light extraction
strategies and the results of enhancement are also included.
The 1.45 times EQE enhancement is comparable to the state-
of-art reports.)
To acquire an in-depth understanding of the large EQE

enhancement for PNW LEDs, we performed optical modeling
with the FDTD method. The schematic for the dipole
positions and polarization directions is shown in Figure S4.

Considering the PNW length is 2000 nm, a dipole depth 50
nm (D50) means the dipole is just below the top surface of the
PNW, and a depth of 1950 nm (D1950) means the dipole is
just above the bottom surface of the PNW. The light extraction
was calculated according to the methods discussed in our
previous work.6 More simulation details can be found in the
Methods section. Table 2 shows the calculated light extraction
coefficient (EC) which is the ratio of output light power
(collected by the plane monitor in the out space) over the
source power (collected by the box monitor surrounding the
dipole source). A better understanding of the light−matter
interaction inside the PNWs can be obtained with the EC. Five
dipole positions and two dipole polarization directions were
considered for each geometry, and the average EC results are
from the 10 cases for each geometry. To verify the
convergence of this method, we used the P500D200 PNWs
as an example and used 38 dipole positions on the axis. For this
case, the average extraction coefficient (EC) is 52.7%, as shown
in Table S1, Supporting Information. Furthermore, we
simulated another 38 dipole positions of half radius distance
shifted away from the axis, and the average EC now is 50.5%.
Both 52.7% and 50.5% are close to the result (average 51%
from 10 dipoles), as we show in Table 2. For the device with
P1000D400 PNW, horizontal dipoles (HDs) always yield good
EC (from 61.2% to 71%) while the vertical dipoles (VDs) lead
to poor EC (from 12.7% to 28.5%). However, for the device
with P500D200 PNW, the EC does not show a clear
preference to the dipole polarization. Figure S5 shows the
cross-sectional E2 patterns for the P1000D400 and P500D200
PNWs with different dipole positions and polarization
directions. Figure S6 shows the normalized E2 patterns at the
PNW emitter top for the P1000D400 and P500D200 PNWs
with different dipole positions and polarization directions. The
nanophotonic effects are complex here, and more than one
type of possible resonance (surface lattice resonance, Fabry−

Table 1. Recent Reports on Perovskite LED Performance Enhancement with Different Light Extraction Strategies

work light extraction strategy performance enhancement

Y. Cao et
al.4

self-formed nanodisks EQE more than 20% (green); light extraction efficiency from 20% to more than 30% (1.5 times enhancement)

Y. Shen et
al.36

moth-eye ZnO injection layer + half-
ball lens

EQE 28.2% (green)

L. Zhao et
al.9

thin emissive layer EQE 17.6% (IR)

S. Jeon et
al.8

nanohole array with high-index
contrast

peak EQE 14.6% (red/near IR); 1.64 times light extraction enhancement

Q. Zhang
et al.6

nanophotonic substrate (light
coupler + optical antennas)

EQE from 8.19% to 17.5% (green) (twice EQE enhancement), 2.1 times enhancement; light extraction
efficiency from 10−20% to more than 70% (3.5−7 times enhancement)

this work perovskite PNWs EQE from 11% to 16% (green) (1.45 times enhancement); light extraction from 10−20% to 40−50% (2−5
times)

Table 2. Light Extraction Coefficient (EC) of PNWs with Different Geometries, Dipole Positions, and Dipole Polarization
Directionsa

EC

PNW geometry dipole polarization D50 D500 D1000 D1500 D1950 average EC

P1000D400 HD 69% 65.6% 61.2% 71% 68% 44%
VD 15.7% 12.7% 28.5% 19.3% 24.3%

P500D200 HD 50% 54% 62.7% 63% 34% 51%
VD 41.4% 60.6% 48.2% 30% 66.4%

aThe average results are from the 10 different dipole cases for each geometry. P1000D400 means 1000 nm pitch and 400 nm diameter. P500D200
means 500 nm pitch and 200 nm diameter. HD means horizontal dipole, and VD means vertical dipole. D50, D500, D1000, D1500, and D1950
mean the dipole depths of 50 nm, 500 nm, 1000 nm, 1500 nm. and 1950 nm, respectively.
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Perot resonance, etc.) are involved in the process,16−18 which
needs more comprehensive study in the future.
After we consider all 10 cases for dipoles and calculate the

average EC for PNWs with two different geometries, we found
that the P500D200 PNWs show a better average EC than
P1000D400 PNWs. It is known that the EC for a perfect flat
TF structure is around 10% as reported in our previous work;6

the PNWs have shown the light extraction enhancement with a
factor about 4 to 5 times.
Figure 4a1−a4 shows the cross-sectional E2 intensities of

PNWs with (a1) P1000, D1000, and HD, (a2) P1000, D1000,

and VD, (a3) P500, D1000, and HD, and (a4) P500, D1000,
and VD. Here P500, P1000, D1000, HD, and VD represent
pitch 500 nm, pitch 1000 nm, dipole depth 1000 nm,
horizontal dipole direction, and vertical dipole direction,
respectively. The dipole depth in the PNW is 1000 nm,
which is the case when the dipole is at the center of the PNW.
All the figures have the same color bar range to make a fair
comparison on E2

field patterns of both inside and outside the
PNWs among different cases. According to Table 2, the EC for
P1000D1000 HD is 61.2% and is 28.5% for P1000D1000 VD.
Figure 4b1−b4 shows the far-field E2 intensities for PNWs
with (b1) P1000, D1000, and HD, (b2) P1000, D1000, and
VD, (b3) P500, D1000, and HD, and (b4) P500, D1000, and

VD. Far-field E2 intensities for HD are about 10 times higher
than those of VD. Moreover, Figure S7 and Figure S8 show the
normalized Ez and Hz components at the PNW emitter top for
P1000 and P500 PNWs with different dipole depths and dipole
polarization directions. As all the modes at 530 nm in Figure
S7 and Figure S8 have both Ez and Hz components, we
categorize all the modes as hybrid leaky modes. According to
L. Cao et al., optical modes in nanoscale resonators are often
very leaky, namely, they radiate efficiently.19 For leaky modes,
energy can escape from the open system.
Another common mode type in high index nanowires is the

Mie resonance mode.20−23 The index of the perovskite PNW
at the emission wavelength (530 nm) is 2.2.24 As for the high-
index dielectric cylinders, the Mie resonance happens at

wavelength Mie Res
m D

n2
λ = · π

_ , where λMie_Res is the resonance

wavelength inside the high-index dielectric, m is an integer, D
is the diameter of the cylinder, and n is the refractive index of
the cylinder.21 For nanowires (n = 2.2) with 400 and 200 nm
diameters, Mie resonance can happen around 570 nm in the
ideal case. Considering we have nanowire arrays embedded in
alumina, the precise Mie resonance wavelength position is not
straightforward to get but can fall in the 500 to 600 nm range.
Moreover, Figure S9 shows far-field E2 intensity patterns for

different dipole positions and polarization directions. The
simulated far-field patterns for P1000 PNWs are more
complicated than those for P500 PNWs because of the
existence of the high order diffractions in the P1000 PNWs.
The far-field patterns can be used to analyze the modes inside
the nanowires. Taking the isolated single nanowire, for
example, for lowest order guided mode HE11, far-field intensity
is the strongest in the center; however, for higher order guided
modes, far-field intensity is minimal in the center.17 In a real
case, the far-field intensity is more complicated and will be a
superposition of each mode, and the leaky modes radiating
from nanowire sidewalls need also be considered. Therefore, a
potential application of the theoretical far-field patterns study
can help people reversly analyze the emitting position and the
emitting dipole polarizations in the nanowires.
Another interesting effect is the PNW length effect. We did

more systematic simulations and studied PNWs with lengths of
500, 1000, and 1500 nm, respectively. The results are added as
Figure S10. As shown in Figure S10a, the P1000D400 PNWs
with length of 500 nm can have a theoretical average extraction
efficiency of 74%. The extraction efficiency for PNWs with
length of 1000 nm (33.7%) and 1500 nm (53.3%) do not show
a significant difference with that for PNWs with length of 2000
nm (44%). Figure S10b is the result for P500D200 PNWs, and
the average results for different lengths are very close. Like the
case for P1000D400 PNWs, P500D200 PNWs also have the
best extraction efficiency when the length is 500 nm. However,
in practice, when the PNW length is 500 nm, the PAM film is
too fragile to handle for device fabrication. Nevertheless, the
theoretical study here for the length effect is still quite
meaningful and can give guidance for future study with an
optimized fabrication process for PNW based LED devices.
Note that although there is 4 to 5 times enhancement in

light extraction from a TF device to a PNW device according
to optical modeling, the luminance and EQE enhancements of
a real device were only about 1.5 times as shown in Figure 3.
We ascribed this discrepancy to the loss of internal quantum
efficiency (IQE). One possible IQE loss mechanism is that it is
more difficult to form perfect interfaces between the emitter

Figure 4. Cross-sectional E2 intensity profiles for (a1) P1000,
D1000, and HD, (a2) P1000, D1000, and VD, (a3) P500, D1000,
and HD, and (a4) P500, D1000, and VD. Far-field E2 intensity
profiles for (b1) P1000, D1000, and HD, (b2) P1000, D1000, and
VD, (b3) P500, D1000, and HD, and (b4) P500, D1000, and VD.
P1000: pitch 1000 nm; D1000: dipole depth 1000 nm; HD:
horizontal dipole direction; VD: vertical dipole direction; P500:
pitch 500 nm.
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layer and injection layers in PNW devices than in TF devices
due to the limited contact area.
Previously, we have discovered that PAM templates can

protect the perovskite nanowires from fast degradation mainly
by preventing the lateral diffusion of water and oxygen
molecules.25,26 In this work, stabilities of the PNW and TF
LED devices were evaluated, and the results are shown in
Figure 5. Figure 5a is the device stability under continuous
emission mode. Both PNW and TF devices were driven by 4 V
voltage. The luminance of the PNW device with and without
NOA81 UV epoxy packaging dropped to 50% at 37 and 35
min, respectively (as this time is also named as T50 of the
device.). Because the testing luminance is pretty high (peak
luminance more than 10 000 cd m−2), our PNW device T50 is
respectably long compared to those of the reported state-of-art
perovskite LED devices (Table S2, Supporting Information).
The T50 values for thin-film control with and without
packaging were only 13 and 9 min, respectively. Therefore,
the PNW device shows 2.85 times and 3.89 times longer

lifetimes than the TF control, respectively. This enhancement
in the continuous light stability can be attributed to PAM
protection of the PNWs against the water and oxygen
diffusion. That is also why the PNW device shows more
lifetime enhancement when packaging was not applied. Figure
5b is a long-term stability comparison. The luminance of the
PNW and TF devices with and without packaging was
measured in the air (with ∼70% humidity) once a day with
4 V voltage. After the measurement, the devices were stored
back into the glovebox filled with nitrogen. The PNW devices
with and without packaging eventually failed to work after 50
and 45 days, respectively. As a comparison, the TF devices
with and without packaging stopped working after 30 and 15
days, respectively. This means the packaging can prolong the
storage time for the TF device twice, and the lateral protection
from the PAM which separates the PNWs apart is more
effective in terms of increasing the storage time for perovskite
LEDs. That is because the PAM template shuts down the
lateral pathway for water molecule diffusion, leading to the

Figure 5. Stability and mechanical robustness. (a) Continuous lighting (at 4 V) stability of the PNW and TF devices with and without epoxy
packaging. T50 for TF without packaging, TF with packaging, PNW without packaging, and PNW with packaging are 9, 13, 35, and 37 min,
respectively. (b) Noncontinuous lighting (at 4 V) stability of PNW and TF devices with and without epoxy packaging. (c) Bending test of
PNW and TF devices with different bending angles. Inset figure: the LED device working at bending status. The circular electrode is
connected by a copper wire. (d) Mechanical robustness test of NW and TF devices after certain bending cycles. (e) Crack mechanism
diagram of the TF and PNW devices.
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enhanced long-term stability in PNW LEDs. It is worth noting
that Joule heating is also one important cause for the short
lifetime of the perovskite LED devices (the other two main
causes are ion migration and moisture degradation).9,27 As
Joule heating is generated when currents pass through the
defects, the Joule heating is related at the defect level. Besides
improving material quality, designing the balanced carrier
injections can help to reduce the current level and thus reduce
the Joule heating.28 Intriguingly, Z. Wei et al. reported that
Joule heating induced crystal annealing can reduce device
resistance and enhance luminance output.29 That means Joule
heating is not always hurting the device. Moreover, because
Al2O3 (30 W m−1 K−1) has a much higher thermal conductivity
than perovskite (0.46 W m−1 K−1),30 the PAM can help the
PNW with heat dissipation in our case. As our work improves
the device stability mainly by the template passivation, we
believe longer lifetime (more than 30 min) can be achieved if
the Joule heating problem can be alleviated in the future.
In addition to demonstrating performance and stability

enhancement, flexible PNW LEDs have been successfully
fabricated on ITO/PET substrates, as the PNWs are well
embedded in thin PAM with excellent flexibility.31 The flexible
LEDs can potentially find applications for flexible displays in
the future. The bendability of typical flexible PNW devices has
been characterized, and the results are shown in Figure 5c,d. As
shown in Figure 5c, when it was bent to 180°, the PNW device
remains at 86% luminance. However, the TF device only
showed 54% of the original luminance. Furthermore, when the
device was bent up to 500 cycles (with 180° bending angle),
the PNW device still had 25% of the original luminance, while
the TF device stopped working after 150 cycles, as shown in
Figure 5d. This dramatic improvement on bendability for the
PNW LED can be rationalized by considering the fact that
each individual PNW is separately surrounded by aluminum
oxide packaging material which has excellent mechanical
robustness, thus bending the device does not introduce any
crack line inside the PNWs as long as the PAM holds (Figure
5e). However, the polycrystalline perovskite TF has many
grain boundaries which are weak points prone to generate
crack lines when the device is bent to a certain degree (Figure
5e). Once crack lines are generated within the film, they may
also lead to the formation of crack lines in the charge
transporting layers and electrodes that sandwich the perovskite
layer. (Figure S11 shows the optical photos of the bending TF
and PNW devices.)

CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we report a facile and scalable method to grow
high-quality PNW arrays in PAM templates. The PNW arrays
were assembled into LED devices which showed more than
45% improvement on EQE over the TF control device. The
enhancement in device performance can be attributed to the
enhanced light extraction efficiency in PNW devices which
possess leaky mode behavior at the emission wavelength. More
importantly, the PAM template provides lateral protection of
perovskite materials from moisture diffusions; therefore, the
PNW devices showed 2.85 and 3.89 times T50 enhancement
compared to the TF control device with and without
packaging, respectively. In addition, flexible PNW LEDs were
also fabricated, and it was found that PNW devices have much
better mechanical robustness and bendability as compared
with the TF counterparts. Overall, the combination of PNW
and the surrounding oxide template addresses critical issues on

performance and stability at the same time. The device
fabrication process developed here can be adopted to any
solution-processable perovskite material system for achieving
performance enhancement for a variety of device applications
such as LED, solar cells, photodetectors, etc.

METHODS
Materials. CsBr, MABr, PbBr2, DMSO, PEDOT:PSS, TPBi, and

LiF were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. MABr, CsBr, and PbBr2
were dissolved in DMSO with 0.5:1:1 molar ratios as perovskite
precursors.

Through-Pore Free-Standing PAM Preparation. The free-
standing PAM was prepared by a two-step anodic anodization
method, and the details can be found from our previous works.6,32−35

Note that the PAM thickness was controlled by the second
anodization time, and the PAM pore diameter was controlled by
the second etch time. A 200 V anodization voltage was used to
generate a pitch of 500 nm. To make the free-standing PAM through-
pore, the barrier side of the PAM was removed by ion milling with a
750 V voltage and 85° tilted angle for 1 h.

PNW Device Fabrication. An ITO glass was consecutively
cleaned with acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and deionized water with 5
min of sonication in each step. O2 plasma treatment was performed
for 10 min. After that, the PEDOT:PSS solution was spin coated onto
the ITO glass at 3000 rpm for 50 s. Then PEDOT:PSS was annealed
at 150 °C for 10 min. After that, 50 μL of perovskite solution was
dropped onto the PEDOT:PSS. Then the through-pore free-standing
PAM was placed onto the perovskite solution. Then the sample was
moved onto a spin coater and rotated at 500 rpm for 5 s and then
4000 rpm for 50 s. Then the sample was baked at 60 °C for 5 min to
completely evaporate the DMSO. After that, TPBi with thickness
around 30 nm was thermally evaporated onto the PAM top. Then 2
nm LiF and 80 nm Al were thermally evaporated with shadow masks.
For high efficiency devices, the circular mask with an opening
diameter of 2 mm was used. The packaging/encapsulation was
realized by covering a layer of NOA-81 UV epoxy followed by 10 min
of UV curing. For the circular electrode device, silver paste and
copper wires were applied to the electrodes before the packaging. For
flexible PNW LED fabrication, the ITO glass was replaced by ITO/
PET substrate. Special care should be taken with the PEDOT:PSS
annealing process for flexible device fabrication, and the temperature
increase should be as slow as 10 °C per 5 min to avoid the bending of
PET due to the different thermal expansion coefficients between ITO
and PET.

TF Device Fabrication. The fabrication process for the TF device
was the same as for the PNW device except for the perovskite
deposition step. For the TF perovskite deposition, the spin coating
condition was 3000 rpm for 1 min. A total of 50 μL of perovskite
solution was dropped onto the PEDOT:PSS at the 10th second of the
spin coating. A total of 100 μL of toluene was dropped onto the
perovskite at the 50th second of the spin coating for anti-solvent
(nanocrystal pinning) purpose. No postannealing was required for the
TF perovskite deposition as the solvent evaporates more quickly in
this case compared to the PNWs.

LED Measurement. LED devices were driven with a Keithley
2400 with a voltage source. Luminance and EQE were measured with
an Ocean Optics Flame spectrometer and an integrating sphere. The
spectrometer was calibrated by a standard source as reported in our
previous work.6

Optical Modeling. Optical modeling was done with the finite-
difference time-domain method (Lumerical FDTD package). Detailed
procedures follow our previous report.6 Simulation is done with a
single wavelength to avoid the inaccuracy caused by material index
fitting. A periodic boundary condition is used on the x and y
directions to form the PNW array. A PML condition is used on the z
direction. Dipole sources with both horizontal and vertical resonance
directions are used to simulate the point light source. A power
transmission box surrounding the dipole source is used to record the
source power. A plane monitor above the device is used to record the
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output power and analyze the far-field pattern. Material indexes for
Al2O3 (Palik, 0−2 μm) and Ag (Palik) are from the built-in database
in the Lumerical FDTD software package. The Br perovskite index is
from M. S. Alias’s work.24 As for TPBi, n is 1.7 and k is 0. As for
PEDOT:PSS, n is 1.5 and k is 0.6 The ITO index is from the Web site
refractiveindex.info. For PNW simulation, the PNW length is 2000
nm. Moreover, the diagram showing the settings can be found in
Figure S4, Supporting Information.
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